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. 1. Introduction 

One of the frequently used ways to investigate the quark degrees of freedom of nu

clei or to search for signals of the phase transition from hadron matt~r to quark-gluon 

plasma is studying the emission of fast particles at backward angles into the kirie

matically forbidden for. quasi-free projectHe-nucleon interaction region, _the so-caUed 

cumulative particles. Various efforts, both experimental and theoretical have been 

made for this ·purpose not only at high e~ergies of projectile~ but also at intermediate 
ones (s~ reviews 1- 3 )). · · 

More than fifty rather different models have been proposed to int,erpret the cumu

lative particle production (see the last reviews 1- 3 )). So among them one can mentimi 
models based on: 

a) enhl!llced two-nucleon correlations or short-range order 4 - 6 ), 

b) reinteraction, multiple scattering, intranuclear cascade 7 ~ 9 ), 

c) clustering of nucleons as six-quark or I_arger clusters; nuclei as a quark-gluon 
systems 10- 13). 

Note should be made that the majority of these models have been proposed namely 

· to interpret _the cumulative particle' production by means of special mechanisms, con

sider only single-particle scattering process and neglect the effects of rescattering and 

final state interaction, nevertheleis, they succeeded in fitting the shape of experimental 
particle spectra.. 

It is of interest to estimate the contribution c4 "background"· usual nuclear mecha

nisms in the framework of models that are not specially proposed for the description 

of the cumulative particle production. Such a model is for example our Cascade

Exciton Model (CEM) of nuclear reaction 14) proposed from the outset to describe 

nucleon-nucleus· reactions at bombarding energies below or ~ 100 MeV'and developed 

after that 
15

) for the description of the ;topped negative pion absorption· by nuclei.The 

CEM has been afterwards applied 16
) without any modifications t~ analyze the cu

mulative particle production in intera,ctions of protons and pions with nuclei frorri C 

to Bi at energies of several tens of MeV up· to several GeV. It has been found out 

that the energy spectra ofinclusive cumulativ~ particles as well as their i and angular 

dependences within this model are qualitatively reproduced. The main aspects of the 
analysis 16

) were.found ~o be the following: 

a.)" The cumulative nucleons ~t the. cascade stage arise mainly from a two-step 
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process, i.e., pion production in projectile-nucleon collisions 

h + N - 1r + N1 + N2, (1) . 

followed by absorption on nucleon pairs within this target-nucleus 

1r+ [NNJ- N' +N", (2) 

while multiple elastic scattering of the projectile is found to be inessential for the cu

mulative nucleon emission. (Process (2) has been approximated by using experimental 

data of photo-nuclear re~ction on deuterium.) 

b) Only a small number (3-5) of collisions proceeds during the cascade development 

and this number is practically independent of the target mass number A (according to 

the processes (1) and (2) at least 3 nucleons must be involved in the cascade process). 

c) The pre-equilibrium component for medium and heavy target-nuclei follows the 

course of cumulative nucleon spectra, and its intensity is comparable with the cascade 

component (at least for not too high particle energies). 

Our CEM calculations have shown statistical mechanisms to play an essential role in 

the inclusive cumulative particle production at bombarding energies up to several GeV 

and for ejectile energies up to ~ 300 MeV. While at bombarding energies sufficiently 

below the pion production threshold the cumulative particle emission is dominated 

by pre-equilibrium processes, with increasing energy the cascade mechanism becomes 

essential. However, even at energies beyond one GeV the contribution of the pre

equilibrium process must be taken into account. For instance, in pPb interactions at 

1.5 GeV both the cascade and pre-equilibrium components contribute with the same 

intensity to the proton yield at 0p = 160° and Tp ~ 50 MeV 16). 

Almost all measurements of the cumulative particle production at intermediate inci

dent energies:$ 1 GeV have been performed with protons as projectiles. To understand 

the underlying mechanism of particle production at these energies neutron-induced 

processes are as important as those of protons. Recently, the first systematic data of 

neutron-induced inclusive production of p, d, t 17
) and charged pions 18

) on C, Cu, and 

Bi in the bombarding energy range of 300-580 MeV and for angles between 51 ° and 

165° have been published. These data are very interesting for several reasons. So even 

these measurements have been performed with special emphasis 17•18 ) on the cumula

tive region; ejectile spectra in the noncumulative region have been also measured with 

a good energy resolution and statistics. To our knowledge, these measurements n,18
) 
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are in general the first in which neutron-induced charged particle spectra at interme

diate energies have been obtained (besides the early neutron-induced pion production 

at 600 MeV measured by Oganesyan 19
)). Another motivation for the study 17

•
18

) of 

inclusive particle production by neutrons arises from the increasing interest for par

ticle production in nucleus-nucleus interactions. The results on the nucleon-nucleus 

reactions can be considered as an intermediate step and can serve as a valuable input 

for testing models. For this purpose results on neutron-induced particle production 

are again as important as those obtained by protons. At last, the measurements 17•
18

) 

are of particular interest also for an important applied purpose. Recently, studies 011 

transmutation of long-lived radionuclides produced in reactors are receiving increased 

attention 20
). One option investigated is transmutation with a. spalla.tion source. A 

large amount of neutron- and proton-induced nuclear reactions data is required for the 

optimized design of such a device covering the energy range up to 1.5 GeV. The mea

sured 17
•18) cross sections are of interest both as the first experimental data. ~t these 

intermediate energies and for testing the models which may be used to provide the 

necessary data. 

The aim of this paper is to analyze these new data in. the framework of the CEM; 

to reveal the role of single-particle scattering, the effects of rescattering, the pre

equilibriuin emission and "coalescence" mechanism in particle production; to eluci

date to what extent one needs certain specific mechanisms for describing the observed 

cumulative particle and to study the sensitivity of the characteristics to the interac

tion mechanism considered; finally, to test the CEM for neutron-induced reactions at 

intermediate energies. 

2. Basic assumptions of the CEM 

A detailed description of the CEM may be found in 14 ). Therefore, only its basic 

assumptions are considered below. The CEM assumes that the reactions occur in 

three stages. The first stage is the intranuclear cascade in which primary particles cau 

be rescattered several times prior to absorption by, or escape from the nucleus. The 

excited residual nucleus formed after the emission of the cascade particles determines 

the particle-hole configuration that is the starting point for the second, pre-equilibrium 

stage of the reaction. The subsequent relaxation of the nuclear excitation is treated in 

terms of the exciton model of pre-equilibrium decay which includes the description of 

the equilibrium evaporative stage of the reaction. 
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So in a general case three components will contribute to each experimentally mea

sured value. In particular, for the inclusive particle spectrum to be discussed later, we 

have 

a(p)dp = O";n[Nca•(p) + Nprq(p) + Neq(p)]dp 

The inelastic cross section O"in is not taken from the experimental data or the indepen

dent optical model calculations, but it is calculated within the cascade model itself. 

So the CEM enables us to predict the absolute values for the calculated characteristics 

and does not require any additional data or special normalization of its results. 

An important point of the CEM is the condition for passing from the intranuclear 

cascade stage to the pre-equilibrium emission. In the conventional cascade-evaporation 

models fast particles are traced up to some minimal energy, the cut-off energy Tcut being 

about 7-10 MeV below which particles are considered to be absorbed by the nucleus. 

In the CEM it is suggested to use another criterion according to which a primary 

particle is considered as a cascade one, namely the proximity of the imaginary part of 

the optical potential Wopt.mod.(r) calculated in the cascade model to the experimental 

one Wopt.exp.(r). This value is characterized by the parameter 

P =I (Wopt.mod. - Wopt.exp.)/Wopt.exp. j. 

In this work, we use the fixed value P = 0.3 extracted from the analysis 14
•
16

) of 

experimental proton-nucleus data at low and intermediate energies. 

One should note that in the CEM the initial configuration for the pre-equilibrium 

decay (number of excited particles and holes, i.e., excitons n0 = p0 + h0 , excitation 

energy E* and linear momentum P of the nucleus) differs strongly from that usually 

postulated in the exciton models. Our calculations 14- 16) show that the distributions 

of residual nuclei formed after the cascade stage of the reaction, i.e., before the pre

equilibrium emission with respect to n0 , p0 , ho, E* and P are rather broad. 

In nucleon-nucleus reactions complex particles can be produced at different inter

action stages and due to many mechanisms. These may be some fast processes like 

direct knocking-out, pick-up reaction or final state interactions resulting in coalescence 

of nucleons int_o a complex particle. In the present version of the CEM we neglect 

all these processes at the cascade interaction stage. Therefore, fast d and t regarded 

here can appear, for example, in the CEM only due to pre-equilibrinm processes. We 

assume that in the course of the reaction Pi excited particles ( excitons fare able to con

dense with probability 'Yi forming a complex particle which can be emitted during the 
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pre-equilibrium state. The "condensation" probability 'Yi is estimated as the integral of 

overlapping the wave function of independent nucleons with that of the complex pa.rti

cle (cluster). Of course, at the compound stage of the reaction slow complex particles 

may be evaporated equally with nucleons. We include into consideration emission of 

d, t, 3 He and 4 He both at the pre-equilibrium and the evaporative stages of reaction. 

Pions in our CEM arise from the process (1) and leave the nucleus either directly 

or after additional elastic rescatterings at the cascade stage of the reaction. 

The cascade stage of the interaction is described by the Dubna version of the 

intranuclear cascade model 21 ). All the cascade calculations are carried out in the 

three-dimensional geometry. The nuclear matter density is described by the Fermi 

distribution with two parameters taken from the analysis of the electron-nucleus scat

tering. The energy spectrum of nuclear nucleons is estimated in the perfect Fermi gas 

approximation with the local Fermi energy. For characteristics of the hadron-nucleon 

interactions we employ the approximations given in 21 ). In this version of the cascade 

model 21 ), the production of boson resonances in the intermediate states are not taken 

into account explicitly. The pion-nucleus interaction potential was taken to be equal 

to 25 MeV, being independent of the pion energy. The change of the nucleon density 

inside the target in developing the cascade is not taken into account. We take account 

of the diffusivity of the nuclear boundary and nuclear potential as well as the exclusion 

principle effect on intranuclear collisions of nucleons. 

The CEM predicts a.symmetrical angular distributions for seconda(y particles. Firstly, 

this is due to high asymmetry of the cascade component (for ejected nucleons and pi

ous). A possibility to have asymmetrical distributions for nudeons and composite 

particles emitted during the pre-equilibrium interaction stage is related to keeping 

some memory of the direction of a projectile. It means that along with the energy con

servation law we need to take into account the conservation law of linear momentum 

P at each step when a nuclear state is getting complicated. In a phenomenological 

approach this can be realized in different ways 14 ). The simplest way used here con

sists in sharing a bringing-in momentum Po (similarly to energy E0 ) between an ever 

increasing number of excitons involved in the interaction in the course of equilibration 

of the nuclear system. In other words, the momentum P should be attributed only to 

n excitons rather than to all A nucleons. Then, particl~ emission will be isotropic in 

the proper n-exciton system but some anisotropy will arise in both the laboratory a.11d 

center-of-mass reference frame. 

It should be noted that the version of the intranuclear cascade model used here 

6 

does not take into account the clusterization of nuclear nucleons and exchange effects; 

besides, the energy specvum of nuclear constituents is limited by the value of the 

Fermi energy. Therefore, noticeable deviations might be exp~cted between the CE!v( 

predictions and experiment for cumulative characteristics. 

In the present pa.per, all the CEM parameter values are fixed and are the same as 

in 14). 

3. Results and Discussion 

We have analyzed in the CEM the entire set of neutron-induced data measured and 

published 17•18 ) in different representations (double-differential cross sections, invariant 

cross sections, angular distributions, excitation functions). As measured and calculated 

characteristics show a. fundamental similarity and particle production depends in a. 

monotonic and systematic way on the target mass number, incident neutron energy 

and particle emission angle, later on we will confine ourselves to the discussion of some 

exemplary results. In fig. 1 mea.~t1red 17 ) and calculated inclusive spectra of protons are 

shown. The CEM reproduces well the change in the spectrum shape with increasing 

emission angle and in passing from light to heavy target-nuclei, providing the right 

absolute values for the particle yield for a.II incident energies. 

To illustrate the relative role of different proton production mechanisms in the up

per pa.rt of fig. 2, as an example, for neutron-copper collisions at 425 MeV the cascade, 
,4--

pre-equilibrium and the evaporative components of proton spectra a.re shown sepa-

rately. One can see that for slow protons the main contribution to the spectra comes 

from the evaporation from compound nuclei, while with increasing ejectile energy the 

emission at the cas~ade and pre-equilibrium stages becomes decisive. The cascade 

component describes almost the whole measured spectra at forward angles but with 

increasing angle of detection the relative role of the pre-equilibrium component rises 

considerably, and for very backwa.rd angles and proton energies less than SO l\1cV the 

contribution of pre-equilibrium emission becomes comparable with the cascade ones. 

For lighter C nuclei the pre-equilibrium processes are less important but. for heavier Bi 

targets the pre-equilibrium emission contributes more essentially to the hard part of 

backward emitted particle spectra than for Cu ones. The'mea.sured protons correspond 

to the sum of all three CEM components; therefore thne is an agreement for energy 

spectra in both the shape and absolute value in the entire range of angles and energies 

of ejectiles, both in the cumulative and uoncuumlat.ive regions. 
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Fig. 1. Measured 17) inclusive proton spectra (symbols) and CEM calculations (his

tograms). Different emission angles (upper row) and different incident energies (lower row) 

are drawn with symbols as indicated. The histograms are the sum of all three CEM ( cascade, 

pre-equilibrium and evaporative) components. 

To have a more detailed picture of the mechanisms of nucleon production at the 

cascade stage of the reaction we have estimated the contribution to the cross sections 

from the events with different value nc of the number of successive intranuclear inter

action acts before proton emission and from events which ~ontain the two-step process 
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C;. 

(1-2) as intranuclear interaction acts in the co_urse of the reaction. As an exarriple, 

in the lower part of fig. 2 the contributions to the spectra of protons emitted at the 

cascade stage of neutron-copper collisions at 425 MeV from events which contain the . 

two-step process (1-2) and from events with nc = 1 and nc > 5 are shown separately. 
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Fig. 2. Inclusive proton spectra from the neutron-copper collisions at 425 MeV. Up

per row: the histograms 1, 2, and 3 show the contribution of cascade, pre-equilibrium, and 

evaporative components, respectively; lower row: for cascade component the histograms 

1, 2, and 3 show the contribution from events which contain the two-step process (1-2) in 

the course of the reaction (including all possible former and/or subsequent intranuclear colli

sions), the contribution from the events with nc = 1, and nc > 5, respectively. The value nc 

is the number of successive interaction acts before proton emission in the events contributing 

to the corresponding histograms. 

One can see that for fast backward emitted protons, as in the case of proton

induced reactions 16), the two-step mechanism (1-2) contributes essentially to the hard 

part of spectra and its relative role increases with the angles and energies of ejected 

protons. In the majority of cases, fast protons are emitted in the backward direction 

after 2-4 acts of intranuclear interactions, while the contributions from events in which 
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protons are emitted during the first quasi-free interaction of bombarding neutron with 

an intranuclear proton (nc = l; a mechanism similar to that proposed in 4
)) or after 

many acts of successive intranuclear collisions (large value of nc; a mechanism similar to 

that proposed by Kopeliovich 7)) are lower than 10%. The relative role of the processes 

with different values of nc can be better seen in fig. 3, where the measured angular 

distribution of fast protons from n(542.M eV) + Bi collisions is shown together with 

the CEM prediction for the sum of all three CEM reaction mechanisms (the upper 

histogram in the lower-right part of figure) and separately for the cascade components 

with different nc. The largest contribution to the fast backward proton emission comes 

from events with nc = 2 - 4 . 
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Fig. 3. Angular distributions of fast protons (Tp > 50 MeV) from the neutron-bismuth 

collisions at 542 MeV. The sum of all CEM components (in the lower-right part) and the 

contribution from cascade particles with different values of nc are shown as indicated. Ex

perimental points 17) are related to the sum over all emission mechanisms. 

As one can see from fig. 4, the mean number of acts of intranuclear collisions 

involved in the backward emission of fast protons < nc > is about 2.-5 for C nuclei

targets and increases weakly up to ~ 3 for Bi ones and practically does not depend on 

bombarding e~ergies regarded here. 
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Fig. 4. The averaged value of the number of interacting acts < nc > in the events con

tributing to the emission of fast pr_otons (Tp > 50 l\IeV) at the cascade stage of reaction as 

a function of cos0 of the ejectiles as indicated. !) 

As an example, fig. 5 shows inclusive spectra of secondary neutrons from neutron

copper collisions at 425 MeV predicted by the CEM. Our analysis has shown that the 

mechanisms of neutron production are the same as of proton ones. 
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Fig. 5. The CEM predictions of neutron spectra. from lll'nron-copper rollisions at -125 

MeV. 
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Figs. 6 and 7 show inclusive spectra of deuterons and tritons measured 17

) and 

calculated in the CEM, and, as an example;,fig. 8 shows inclusive spectra of 3 If e and 
4 He from neutron-copper collisions at 425 MeV predicted by the CEM. 
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Fig. 6. Inclusive deuteron spectra; histograms are the sum1of pre-equilibrium and evap

orative components calculated within the CEM, the rest notation is the same as in fig. 1. 
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Fig. 7. Inclusive spectra of tritons. Notation is the same as in fig. 6. 

The low energy parts of the complex particle spectra calculated in the CEM are 

formed by the complex particles evaporated at the compound stage of the reaction, 

while the high energy ones are determined by the pre-equilibrium emission. It can 

be seen that the CEM reproduces correctly the shape and the absolute value of the 

backw~td complex particle spectra. Some overestimations in the case of very backward 

fast tritons are probable, caused by the using here the fixed set of the CEM parame-
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ter values fitted at bombarding energies :5 100 MeV. To describe better the complex 

particle spectra at these intermediate energies we have also to take into account the 

dependence of the level-density parameter a on the excitation energy E* of nuclei and 

to calculate more carefully the "condensation" probabilities ii· 
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Fig. 8. CEM predictions for 3 He and 4 He spectra from neutron-copper collisions at 425 

MeV. 

So the CEM predicts a great contribution to the measured complex particle spectra 

from the pre-equilibrium processes and for fast backward emitted deuterons and tritons 

this contribution is comparable with the experimental data. But for forward angles the 

CEM gives a strong underestimation of the experimental data. This happens beca.usP 

we neglect in our approach such fast processes of complex particle production as pick

up, knocking-out and coalescence of complex particles from fast nucleons emitted at the 

cascade stage of the reaction. All these processes contribute especially to the forward 

complex particle emission and their disregard in the CEM results in such an essential 

underestimation of the forward emitted complex particle spectra.. 

To estimate the contribution of the "coalescence" mechanism in con1J,lex particle 

production we use here the coalescence model frequently applied 22
-

25
) for the descrip

tion of heavy-ion-induced reactions. 

Let us use as an input for the coalescence model the calculated abovt' spectra of 

14 / 

the neutrons d2an/(dTdO) and protons d2ap/(dTdO) emitted at the cascade stage of 

the reactions. For the coalescence component of the complex particle spectra in our 

neutron-induced reaction case we have 

fpacoal 
--'-= dTdO ( )

r+y-1 ( )y( )Y( )r 4irp~1 ·~ 1 1 + Nt d2an d2ap 
3a;"Ep . x!y! ~ dTdO dTdO. ' 

where T is the complex particle laboratory kinetic energy per nucleon, x is the n°um

ber of protons and y is the number of neutrons in the complex particle, N 1 andZ1 

are, respectively, the neutron and proton number of the target; a;n is the neutron

nucleus reaction cross section calculated above in the CEM. The values of radius of the 

momentum sphere for coalescence Pu (or Jio) 

( 
2A ) 3(i-11 

i>o- = Po A3(2s + 1) 

(s is the spin of the complex particle arfd A = ,r + y) are free parameters of the 

coalescence model and usually are fitted for every target, projectile, incident energy 

and ejectile. Here, for p0 we use values (see table 1) close to ones used 22
-

25
) for 

the description of heavy-ion-induced reactions at the similar bombarding energies per 

nucleon. 

Table 1 

Values for the coalescence parameters ]Jo and Po {MeV /c) 

Ref. System Bombarding Complex Po j'Jo 
. energy (MeV / A) particle 

20 Ne + lJ ·100 d 129 71 

t 129 !)4 

22-24) 'lle+U 400 d 126 69 

t 127 92 

25) Nc+U 400 d 205 113 

t 207 150 

n+C 319+545 d 17-1 96 

t 179 130 

Present. work n+Cu 317+545 d 162 89 

t 129 9.1 
t1 

11 + Bi :317+542 d 129 71 

t 129 !M 
·--- ---·- ----

15 
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Figs. 9 an~ 10 show measured inclusive spectra of d and t and the sum of the CEM 

and of coalescence model predictions for them. 
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Fig. 9. Measured 17) inclusive deuteron spectra and the smh of the CEM a.nd the coales

cence model calculations. The histograms are the sum of pre-equilibrium, evaporative, and 

coalescence components. 
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One can see that the disagreement (see figs. 6 and 7) between the calculated and 

measured spectra at forward angles decreases. But some underestimation still remains,· 

which indicates pick-up and knocking-out processes neglected in our calculations. 

No charge separation of the pions has been possible in the expe~iment 18
), so the 

sum of pions of both charge states was measured. As an example, in fig. 11 a part of 

measured 18) charged pion spectra is compared with our CEM calculation. 
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Fig. 11. Inclusive spectra of charged pions. The histograms are the CEM calculations, 

the symbols are experimental data 18) as indicated. 
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The general agreement between the calculations and the data is good, both in the 

cumulative and non cumulative regions, taking into account that no normalization was 

applied to adjust the calculations. The pious in the CEM arise only from intranuclear 

i~elastic collisions of nucleons (1) followed ( or not) by additional elastic intranuclear 

~catt~rings: As one can see from fig. 11, this simple mechanism of pion production 

is able to reproduce satisfactorily the shape and the absolute value of pion spectra 

simultaneously for all regarded here nuclei-targets and bombarding energies even at 

317 MeV which is about 30 MeV above the threshold for elementary production. This 

reflects the influence of the nuclear medium by means of Fermi motion and in the CEM 

one doesn't need production on effective targets or clusters with masses larger than 

the nucleon mass or other specific mechanisms for the description of pion production 

in these reactions. 

The Monte Carlo CEM method permits easily the calculation of the characteristics 

of ejected pious separately for 1r-, 1r0 and 7r+ and, as an example, in fig. 12 the CEM 

prediction for 1r-, 1r0 and 7r+ meson spectra from n + Cu collisions at Tn =42,5 McV is 

shown. 
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Fig. 12. The CEM predictions for 7r-, 1r0 , and ,r+ meson spectra from ncut.ron-copper 

collisions at 425 MeV. 
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4. Summary and conclusion 

Thus, in the framework of the CEM the neutron-induced inclusive production of p; 

d, t, and charged pions has been analyzed at intermediate energies. Without any free 

parameters the CEM is able to reproduce correctly the shape and the absolute value 

of the inclusive spectra of ejectiles emitted both in the cumulative and noncumulative 

regions. Several mechanisms participate in particle production and their relative role 

changes with incident energy T0 , mass-number of nucleus-target, angle and energy of 

ejectile. Apparently, as in the case of proton-induced reactions 16), the "background" 

nuclear mechanisms (rescattering, two-step process (1-2), pre-equilibrium emission) 

determine the main pa.rt of the fast backward particle production at intermediate 

energies also in reactions induced by neutrons. 

The results obtained clo not imply, of course, that nucleon-nucleus interaction 

physics is completely covered by the reaction mechanisms regarded he1:e. \Ve point 

out that the agreement between experimental and present CEM calculations does not 

claim to be better than about 50%. The accuracy of the calculated cross section is 

about. 40%, originating from the limited accuracy (about :JO%) of the introduced pion 

absorption probability and uncertainties of tlw. CEl'v1 parameters and from the sta

tistical accuracy of Monte-Carlo calculations. In other words, the CEM calculations 

explain an essential part of the particle yield but do not exclude some contributions 

from other reaction mechanisms. Moreover, by analyzing Komarm··s d al. measure

ments of proton-nucleus reactions at T0 = 640 lVIeV, we have succeeded in describing 

both forward and backward inclusive spectra of secondary protons, while we couldn't 

describe in our approach the two-proton coincidence cross sections in the kinematica.l 

region chosen to select events connected ,yith tlw scattering of the projectile on two

nucleon groups inside the nuclei 16
). We have considered this fact as a direct indication 

of a proton - two-nucleon "cluster" interaction inside the nucleus (being absent in our 

CEM), as a small contribution ( ~ 25%) to the mechanisms of the cumulative proton 

production 16
). 

It should be noted that some preliminary data of reactions analyzed here han· 

a.lso been well described in the framework of the Cluster Exciton l\1odel w). The 

authors of the experiments have successfully analyzed their p, d, t, and ir spectra in 

the framework of the Quasi-Two-Body Scaling and Moving-Source Models, and tlw 

spectra of charged pions also in I.he framework of a vc~rsion of tlw lnt,ranudear Cascade 

Model of Cugnon ct al. 27
) quite different from ours. This indicates onn' again that 
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the inclusive spectra of ejectiles a.re characteristics not enough sensitive to find out the 

mechanisms of particle production. . , 
In some sense, the mechanisms under consideration a.re "background" ones. But at 

intermediate bombarding energies, for the medium a.nd heavy nuclei-targets and not 

too high energies of ejectiles these mechanisms arc apparently determinative. From our 

point of view, for medium and heavy nuclei-targets and for ejectile energies less than 

several hundreds MeV, such mechanisms will contribute to the cumulative particle 

production also at higher bombarding energies ( a.nd also for other projectiles), a.s a 

second stage of the reaction, after specific fast mechanisms involving quark degrees of 

freedom of nuclei, or even a nucleus being a. quark-gluon system. The contribution 

of specific mechanisms can be estimated as a difference between experimental data 

and the calculated "background". This circumstance should be taken into account in 

attempts to get information a.bout quark degrees of freedom of nuclei or a.bout signals 

of quark-gluon plasma from data on cumulative particle production. 

More strict kinematic constraints a.nd analyses of more "delicate" characteristics 

of nuclear reactions are required to establish unambiguously the interaction mecha

nisms and especially their absolute contributions. In this_ aspect, inclusive particle 

distributions feel weakly the specific features of reaction mechanisms. To have a. more 

convincing evidence of the existence of the specific interaction mechanism, the corre

lation and polarization measurements are needed. 

The overall satisfactory agreement of the calculated spectra with the experimental 

data for all considered here target-nuclei, bombarding energies, angles and energies of 

ejectiles (taking into account, that no normalization was applied to adjust the calcu

lation) may be looked as a byproduct of this work. This fact, together with the good 

description of proton-induced particle production at intermediate energies published 

in 16), point out the predictive power of the CEM and are an indication of the possi

bility of using the CEM to _provide the nuclear data at intermediate energies needed 

for different important applications 20
). 
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MawHMK c.r. EZ-92-320 
Po*AeHMe YaCTM4 a KYMYnllTMBHOH 
M HeKyMynllTMBHOH o6nacTllX B HeHTPOH-llAepH~X B3aMMOAeHCTBMllX 
npM npoMe*YTOYH~X 3HeprMllX 

8 paMKax KacKaAH0-3KCMTOHHOH Mo4en11 aHanMlMPYJOTCll nepa~e CMCTeMaTMYeC
KMe MJMepeHMll po~eHMll P, d, t M 3aPll*eHH~X nMOHOB B o6nacTM yrnoa 51°-
1650 npM B3aMMOAeHCTBHM HeHTPOHOB C 3HeprneH 300 + _580 M38 C RAPaMM C, 
Cu M Bi. ~ccne4oaaHa ponb KBa3MCB060AHoro paccellHMll, BHYTPMllAepH~X nepe
paccellHMH, npe4paBHOBeCHOH 3MMCCMM M MexaHM3Ma "cn11naHMll 11 B o6pa3oaaHMM 
YaCTM4 B KyMynllTMBHOH (T.e. KMHeMaTMYeCKM JanpelJleHHOH Anll PO*AeHHll Ha 
KBa3MCB060AHOM BHYTPMllAePHOM HyKnoHe) M HeKyMynllTMBHOH o6naCTllX. OTMeYa.: 
eTCll cna6all YYBCTBMTenbHOCTb MHKTI03MBH~X pacnpe4eneHMH K cne411~11Ke Mexa
HM3Ma peaK4MM, Heo6XOAMMOCTb npoae4eHMll Koppenl14MOHH~X 3KCnep11MeHTOB M 
M3MepeHMll nonllpMJa41111 po~afWli'1_XCll YaCTM4. 

Pa6oTa B~nonHeHa B fla6opaTopMM TeopeTMYeCKOH ~M3MKM Omm. 

. npenpHHT06heJIHHCHHOro HHCTHTyTa IIJICpHhlX HCCJIC,'.lOBaHHll. lly6Ha 1992 

Mashnik S.G. 
Neutron-Induced Particle Production 
in the Cumulative and.Noncumulative Regions 
at Intermediate Energies . . 

EZ-92-320 

'The first systematic measurements of neutron-induced inclusive produc-' 
tion of protons, deuterons, tritons and charged pions on carbon, copper, 
and bismuth in the bombarding energy range·of 300-580 MeV and in the an
gular interval froin 51° to 165° have been analyzed in the framework of 
the Cascade-Exciton Model. The role of single-particle scattering, the 
effects of rescattering, the preequilibriumemission and "coalescence" 
mechanism in particle production in the.cumulative (i.e,.kinematicelly 
forbidden for quasi-free intranuclear·projectile-nucleon collisions) and 
noncumulative regions are discussed:·A week sensitivity of the inclusive 
distributions to the specific reaction mechanisms and a need of correla
tion and polarization measurements are noted. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Theoretical 
Physics, JINR. . 
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